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C/S 结构和高性能服务器的 I/O 模型 IOCP，并基于 IOCP 模型设计了服务端程序，将本

































With the comprehensive popularization and rapid development of computer technology, 
computer plays an irreplaceable important role in people's life. More and more users store 
their important data on personal computer as the form of electronic data. 
Electronic data on the personal computer is a complex of electronic data and personal 
data. These data have characteristics of rich information, variety of storage medium, high 
transmission speed, involving personal privacy, property, economic benefit and spirit. In 
recent years, various electronic privacy disclosure events had emerged in endlessly, and have 
different effect on people’s personal property, spirit, personality rights, therefore we deeply 
aware of the importance and necessity of electronic data privacy protection. Considering that 
the privacy protection consciousness of the majority of domestic users is poorer, people have 
better tactics in hacker attacks, stealing and data recovery technology in recent years, the 
products which is committed to data privacy protection on the market is lacking, from the 
perspective of protecting the privacy of personal electronic data, this paper fuses three themes 
of finding privacy, destroying privacy and encrypting privacy, and designs an electronic data 
privacy protection system based on windows platform. 
This paper firstly introduces the research status in the field of information security in 
recent years, and expounds the research background and significance of the electronic data 
privacy protection. Secondly introduces the basic knowledge of this research and technology, 
including the working principle and organization of disk, the basic concept of file system, 
data recovery, data erasure, data encryption, etc. And then put forwards the goal of the system， 
designs the overall architecture of the system, defines the function of each module and 
technical route. Then this paper is divided into three parts to describe the design and 
implementation of this system. First, this paper deeply researches on the basic principle of 
Windows file system, and designs the analysis engine. At the same time, this paper analyzes 
USN which is the new characteristics of NTFS, and combines USN journal with database 
technology to achieve the fast file search engine. Based on the engine, this paper designs the 
multiple function modules including embedded document search, fast file destruction, 
thoroughly destroy the deleted files, disk erasure to realize finding privacy and destroying 
privacy. Second, this paper researches on traditional data encryption technology, and put 
forwards a file encryption method using AES grouping encryption algorithm. Aimed at the 
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disk encryption technology based on file system filter driver. Analyzing filter driver model 
and the security mechanism of TrueCrypt which is the famous disk encryption software, this 
paper finally designs a virtual disk encryption method based on TrueCrypt to realize 
encrypting privacy; Third, this paper analyzes the C/S structure and IOCP which is I/O model 
of high performance server, and designs the server program to expand the system to C/S 
structure, so that the system can be applied to the enterprise environment to manage and 
control the confidential data in a centralized way. 
This system is a full-featured, simple, safe and reliable electronic data privacy protection 
system with independent intellectual property rights, in order to supplement the vacancies on 
domestic similar software products, improves the awareness of privacy protection and 
provides an effective means to protect confidential data for ministry of public security, bank, 
financial securities institution and government departments which demands for high security. 
Keywords: File System; Security of Electronic Data; Privacy Protection; File Destruction; 
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